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It’s showtime - LIVE events from the net

The newsletter you are reading and its publisher,
NewMedia Publishing are living proof of how publishing is
being transformed in front of your eyes. Every medium
today is in the process of becoming two complimentary
information outlet: print and digital. Print's in-depth
content delivery, clarity of layout and ease of use are now
only part of the equation; the other parts are the
immediacy and incredible interactive potential of the
electronic media, as exemplified by the World Wide Web.

Relationships are everything...and here is the proof
Love is definitely in the air at the Mile High Club...
He makes so much, she makes so much - how much?
The buzz from New York’s own Silicon Alley
Financial advice - maybe a Nobel prize winner can help
All noise - all the time. Irreverance at its best, by Entropy
How about snowboarding in the Alps this winter?
Information warfare - are you the next target?

new authors to introduce

In fact, the word "publish", once synonymous with
printed matter, does not have much meaning these days
without an electronic component. Think about it: is a
press release really released before it is on the Web? Is a
company brochure truly available if you can't find it
online? And - let's push it - is an article, report, study or
manual effectively published if you can't access it from
your browser?

A task, made easy by the fact that we have no choice, but
to mention every and each of our authors in this
inaugural issue:

You know the answers. Now, with a little help from
resources like us, you can create and market your own
works and knowledge, collaborate with others and
present your ideas easily, securely and profitably.

* Mrs. Susan Kaszas of “A Mother’s Shoah” in book,
downloadable and e-book as well as CD-ROM formats,
* Mark Winston of the Decide 123! (tm) PC program, and
* Yours truly, Steven Kingsley.

The millennium of the creative mind has truly arrived.
My wish is that you make the most of it.

Look for a slew of introductions here, as the roster of
authors (you included, we trust) expands next year.

works to mention

Steven Kingsley
Publisher

and fireworks to light the night

A literary work and two PC software programs, published
and distributed by us, top our current list:
* A Mother’s Shoah, chronicling the life and survival of
Mrs. Susan Kaszas during the Holocaust in 1944-45,
* Knowledge Science, a PC hypertext program for the
creation and management of knowledge, and
* Decide 123! (tm), a very easy and inexpensive cost/
benefit decision support program for PC-s.
Don’t forget - we’d like to see your work cited here too!

in QuickTime video format on a computer very near you...
Download the player, or its latest version free from Apple
here, if it isn’t on it yet. Use the best technology today.

questions, comments or suggestions?
send them all, to our editor@newmediapublishing.com

hear it

play it

go to our site

